The NDSC is coordinating with the City of Bismarck and Bismarck-Burleigh Public Health to meet public health guidelines and limit risk while still maintaining an effective learning environment.

**TEMPERATURE CHECKS** upon entry to event venues

**NON-ENTRY FOR THOSE WITH SYMPTOMS**

**MASKS REQUIRED** when not seated in classroom

**LIMITED EVENT & COURSE CAPACITIES**

**SPATIALLY DISTANCED SEATING**

**VIRTUAL ATTENDANCE** available for many courses

**PHYSICAL DISTANCING**

**NO-HANDSHAKE POLICY**

**HAND SANITIZER STATIONS**

**HEIGHTENED SANITATION PRACTICES**

**STAGGERED SCHEDULING** to limit crowd sizes on breaks

**TRAFFIC FLOW STRATEGIES**

**HYGIENE & SAFETY SIGNAGE**

**VIRTUAL VENDOR SHOW**

**PANDEMIC-SAFE SNACKS & LUNCH SERVICE**

**ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONS**

**TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS**

- **Long-Form Workshops** to minimize attendee overlap and movement through the building.
- **Plexiglass Desk Dividers** provided in select classrooms.
- **Select workshops available virtually**